According to the problem of the low matching accuracy rate and the low speed in the matching technology for image search, we choose the image of the strawberry diseases as the object of the research, to extract the feature of strawberry diseases image and then do cluster analysis using SPSS, and choose the feature combination according to the clustering effect. Do search matching experiments on the feature combination by KD-Tree matching algorithm respectively, and determine the characteristics combination which search matching accuracy is higher by comparing the results. This feature combination of strawberry powdery mildew matching accuracy reached 83.3%, the deformity of strawberry matching accuracy reached 60.0%, the aim is to provide the research basis for rapid disease diagnosis on strawberry.
Introduction
Corp diseases are easily happens and spreads quickly, and once the disaster occurs it will bring a great loss to farmers. Due to the traditional crop disease and pest database and diagnosis expert system using text description of shape, color, symptoms of crop diseases and insect pests, but the text description is inaccurate and subjective, and will lead to crop pests and diseases diagnosis result deviation and slowly. With the popularity of hardware equipment and mature technology in image processing, automatic classification, growth monitoring in fruits and vegetables and plant diseases and insect pests prevention, agricultural engineering applications are using various methods based on computer vision technology.
Among them the search based on image feature point matching is one of the most important processes of image matching, and KD-Tree matching search is a commonly used method. For example, Du Zhenpeng image matching for feature detection and matching the search time is long, they do research on the image matching algorithm based on KD-Tree search method and SURF features. The algorithm firstly extracted from SURF image features and generate a feature vector, then the vector to construct KD-Tree index for the feature description, finally calculated the distance of the nearest neighbor for each feature point of a plurality of KD-Tree and finish the work of feature matching [1] .Wu Han et.al for miniature in the design of the database engine to achieve a nested query and multi-table join queries introduced KD -Tree, and on the basis of B + Tree is improved, thus to speed up the query speed [2] . J.J. Aguila et.al introduced a parallel implementation of fuzzy neural network method for distributed memory architecture based on the KD tree. This method has good precision and can better realize the fuzzy neural network method based on KD tree, the results of their implementation has good speed and efficiency, particularly in terms of speed, their method is 3~20 times faster than the sequential algorithm [3] .
2
Material and Method
Material
The characteristic of image content mainly includes three types: color feature, shape feature and texture feature. In this paper we choose strawberry as the object of research, one reason is strawberry is a small berry with high economic value, it has a short growth period, high nutritional value and widely grown in the greenhouse. Another reason is strawberry both have clear characteristics of color and texture. The main object of study is normal strawberry, deformity strawberry and powdery mildew of strawberry. Due to the presence of powdery mildew of strawberry also covers abnormal and normal strawberry shape, therefore, in this study only do the color, texture features extracted and research. Fig.1 shows tree type of strawberry in the research. For color feature, it mainly contains the RGB and HSI color space [4] , according to the analysis results, the mean and variance of the color components of RGB and HSI color space as a characteristic parameter under construction.
For texture feature, Haralick defined 14 gray co-occurrence matrix parameters for texture analysis. But Ulaby research found that Based on 14 texture features in CLCM, only 4 characteristic is not related [5] . These four characteristics is easy to calculate and can give a higher classification accuracy, so this paper uses the following four characteristics of the most commonly used to extract texture features of images: second moment, contrast, correlation, entropy.
SPSS
SPSS is a powerful data analysis software, it is the world's first statistical analysis software, its basic functions include data management, statistical analysis, chart analysis, clustering analysis and so on, in this paper we use the SPSS software of analysis functions. Clustering is to get a collection of physical or abstract objects into a similar object composed of multiple classes of process, the clustering generated by the cluster is a collection of data objects, these objects with the same object in a cluster are similar to each other, and other objects in different clusters. Clustering of multi-dimensional image features in this paper, analysis that can make a normal and disease samples strawberry good clustering feature descriptor.
KD-Tree
KD-Tree (K-dimension tree functions) is a kind of data structure of data points in K dimensional space division, it was first proposed by Bentle [6] , through by extended a binary search tree to high dimension space, realize retrieving multiple attribute data or multidimensional data, its purpose is to search the nearest data point and the query point the distance in the KD-tree, the most commonly used nearest node search algorithm is KNN nearest neighbor node search algorithm [7] . In this paper, characteristics of strawberry image is a set of multidimensional data, mainly through the combination of similarity matching between samples, that is to find the most adjacent nodes and feature point strawberry disease image to realize the rapid diagnosis of diseases of strawberry sample type, in this study using the KD-Tree search matching method. The structure of KD-Tree description as shown in table 1: KD-Tree search in a small scale space has a very good performance, but when the number of nodes searches exponentially and will increase with dimension as space, especially the dimension is larger than 10 the KD-Tree search will become very slow. When carried out the KD-Tree nearest node searching and matching, the similarity evaluation of two feature vector can be adopted by a Euclidean distance of key point's characteristic as the evaluation standard [8] .
Experiment and Results
In this paper we uses C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6 respectively represent the mean and variance of color components in RGB color space , C7, C8, C9, C10, C11, C12 respectively represent the mean and variance of color components in HSI color space for color feature. We uses T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8 to respectively represent the two order moment, contrast, correlation, entropy for texture feature.
SPSS Cluster Analysis
According to the color histogram and gray level co-occurrence matrix [9] [10] and other methods of strawberry, powdery mildew of strawberry, deformity strawberry and normal strawberry image (for comparison) to extract color features and texture features, each feature clustering results(when the feature quantity of correct classification rate over 60 percent,we think it has a good performance in clustering) for each type of sample (in the divided into a kind of sample volume of the largest class definition for correct classification) statistical results as shown in Table 2, table 3, table 4 : From the table 4, it is clear that four feature quantities(Namely C6,C12,T6,T8) reach a good performance in clustering.
KD-Tree Search Matching
In this paper we uses 90 strawberry samples(including normal strawberry, strawberry of powdery mildew and deformity strawberry, each type samples includes 30 samples) selected three features to build 3D-Tree, three features to be matched samples of input KD-Tree search matching program. Here similarity evaluation for the two feature vector Euclidean distance metric is a key point features can be used as the evaluation standard. Because the feature vector consists of three parts, and can be set to the feature representing the two nodes. The Euclidean distance between them as follows: 
Matching results can be obtained by calculating the Euclidean distance nearest neighbor search for matching nodes, and analysis of a representative sample of the node type, whether right or wrong type of samples (mainly through the sample to be matching matches consistent criteria for judging), deformity strawberry and powdery mildew of strawberry search for matching results are shown in table 5, table 6 below: For the deformity strawberry image feature points to the adjacent node searching, the number of matching correct results is 18, incorrect is 12, the search matching accuracy is 60%; For each samples of powdery mildew of strawberry image feature points to the adjacent node searching, the number of matching the correct result is 25, incorrect is 5, the search matching accuracy is 83.3%. (15) 
4
Discussion and Conclusion
Discussion
In this paper we uses KD-Tree search algorithm to carry on the adjacent node search for each samples of deformity strawberry and powdery mildew of strawberry image feature points, as it can be seen from the search nodes of the method has excellent speed and better matching accuracy. For higher classification accuracy characteristics to a large extent on behalf of the samples in the characteristic quantities have similar common, so a comprehensive analysis of the classification accuracy of each characteristic quantity, the final choice C6, C12, T8 is carried out as a combination of characteristics Search Match study. However, we found that when searching neighboring nodes for most powdery mildew of strawberry image feature points, Euclidean distance are focused on the range of 0.00340927 to 0.0147406 in the correct match result and the average search node is 43.2,but when searching neighboring nodes for deformity strawberry image feature points, the Euclidean distance range are more dispersed in the correct match result and the average search node is 55.8.Through by study the size of characteristics we know that the reason why the above conditions are mainly attributed to different types of strawberries manifested differences of amount between the each type of feature.
Conclusion
From the above matching results, select three characteristic quantities(C6, C12, T8) as the searching and matching feature combination of strawberry powdery mildew achieve a better search result for matching accuracy, and the search matching accuracy for strawberry powdery mildew is 83.3%, the deformity of strawberry matching accuracy reached 60.0%,the number of nodes of powdery mildew strawberry the adjacent nodes search to be less than deformity strawberry, and it can be seen from the search nodes of the method has excellent speed and better matching accuracy but search for deformity strawberry rate has yet to be matched by choosing some other combination of improved features. The reason for searching and matching of three-dimensional data instead of higher dimensional in this paper is for various characteristic quantities manifested classification characteristics by the cluster analysis through SPSS, but in order to improve search matching accuracy rate we can manually add a dimensional data and by changing the size of the data to improve search matching accuracy rate and the expense is to search for matching speed will be slower than before.
